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Application Overview and Model Development
Projectile motion is an important topic in physics. In this application, we allow a user to
visualize and analyze the motion of a projectile in three projectile situations: when an
object is shot from cannon; when it is dropped from a plane; and when it is thrown off a
cliff. This tool can be used by instructors while teaching projectile motion or by students in
order to better understand this subject.

CS25.1.1

Model Definition and Assumptions
We use standard physics equations to calculate the projectile motion. Given the initial
condition of the object, we display its motion and plot its velocity and acceleration as a
function of time until it hits the ground. The values that define the object’s initial condition
are the initial height, initial velocity, and initial angle. The user provides these initial values.
For the projectile calculations, we will also use values for time, a time increment for
animation, x-position (or distance) and y-position (or height), and x-velocity, and y-velocity.
Additionally, we will employ a constant for the gravitational force, which we set at 9.81. We
assume that, initially, the x-position and y-position are zero.
With the following equation, we calculate the total time that the projectile motion requires:
t = (v0*sin(θ0) + √((v0*sin(θ0))2 + 2*g*y0) ) / g
[Total Time = (Initial Velocity * Sin(Initial Angle) + √((Initial Velocity * (Sin(Initial
Angle)))2 + 2 * Gravitational Force * Initial Height)) /
Gravitational Force]
We calculate the total distance traveled as follows:
d = v0*cos(θ0)*t
[Total Distance = Initial Velocity * (Cos(Initial Angle)) * Total Time]
We calculate the initial x-velocity and y-velocity with the following two equations:
vx0 = v0*cos(θ0)
[Initial X-Velocity = Initial Velocity * (Cos(Initial Angle))]
vy0 = v0*sin(θ0)
[Initial Y- Velocity = Initial Velocity * (Sin(Initial Angle))]
We calculate the highest point of the projectile motion and the time at which this maximum
y-position is reached as follows:
tymax = vy0 / g
[Time at Max Y-Position = Initial Y-Velocity / Gravitational Force]
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ymax = y0 + v0*sin(θ0)*tymax – (g/2) * (tymax)2
[Max Y-Position = Initial Height + Initial Velocity * (Sin(Initial Angle)) * Time at Max
Y-Position – (Gravitational Force / 2) * (Time at Max Y-Position)2]
As we animate the projectile motion, we determine its x-position, y-position, velocity, and
angle for each time increment. We do so using the following equations:
d = v0*cos(θ0)*t
[X-Position = Initial Velocity * (Cos(Initial Angle)) * Time]
y = y0 + v0*sin(θ0)*t – g/2
[Y-Position = Initial Height + Initial Velocity * (Sin(Initial Angle)) * Time –
Gravitational Force / 2]
v = √(vx2 + vy2)
2
2
[Velocity = √(X-Velocity + Y-Velocity )]

θ = arctan(vy / vx)
[Angle = Arctan(Y-Velocity / X-Velocity)]
We assume that the projectile motion stops at the ground, at a y-position equal to zero.
For more details on projectile motion and the equations described above, please see
Fundamentals of Physics by Halliday, Resnick, and Walker.

CS25.1.2

Input
The input for this application is the initial height, initial velocity, and initial angle for
whichever projectile scenario the user chooses.





CS25.1.3

Projectile scenario (cannon, plane, or cliff)
Initial height
Initial velocity
Initial angle

Output
The output for this application is the path of the projectile motion.






Chart of projectile motion
X-position, y-position, velocity, and angle for each time increment
Total time for projectile motion
Highest y-position reached
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Worksheets
We use two worksheets in this application: the welcome sheet and the projectile sheet.
The welcome sheet contains the title and the description of the application, as well as an
image. (See Figure CS25.1.) The “Start” button on the welcome sheet brings the user to
the projectile sheet.

Figure CS25.1

The welcome sheet.

The projectile sheet includes a chart to animate the projectile motion and a table to display
the values of the x-position, y-position, velocity, and angle for each time increment. (See
Figure CS25.2.) The picture next to the chart corresponds to the projectile scenario, and
the “Solve” button begins the projectile animation. The “Re-solve” button allows the user to
change the projectile scenario and/or input values, and, finally, the “End” button brings the
user back to the welcome sheet.
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Figure CS25.2

The projectile sheet.

Figure CS25.3

Animating the projectile motion.

Figures CS2.4, CS2.5, and CS2.6 exhibit the final projectile motions for the cannon, plane,
and cliff scenarios, respectively. (These particular projectile motions were calculated using
default input values.)
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Figure CS25.4

The projectile motion of an object being shot from cannon.

Figure CS25.5

The projectile motion of an object being dropped from a plane.
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Figure CS25.6

The projectile motion of an object being thrown off a cliff.

Welcome sheet

Contains an application description and a “Start” button.

Projectile sheet

Displays the projectile’s motion and values.

Summary

CS25.3

User Interface
For this application’s user interface, we use navigational and functional buttons as well as
two user forms. On the welcome sheet, the “Start” button brings the user to the projectile
sheet. The user is then shown a user form for selecting which projectile scenario he or she
wants to analyze. (See Figure CS25.7.) The user can select one of three option buttons:
“Cannon,” “Plane,” and “Cliff.”

Figure CS25.7

The “Projectile Scenario” form.
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Once the user has selected a projectile scenario, the input form then appears. (See Figure
CS25.8.) This form has three text boxes to receive the values for the initial height, initial
velocity, and initial angle. We use labels to clarify the units assumed for each value, and
we also provide the user with default values. These default values differ depending on the
specific projectile scenario. Figures CS2.8, CS2.9, and CS2.10 reveal the default values
for the cannon, plane, and cliff projectile scenarios, respectively.

Figure CS25.8

The input form with the default values for the cannon projectile.

The projectile sheet additionally has three buttons: “Solve,” a functional button that begins
the projectile animation; “Re-solve,” also a functional button that allows the user to change
the projectile scenario and/or input values and re-perform the projectile calculations and
animation; and “End,” a navigational button that brings the user back to the welcome
sheet.

Figure CS25.9

The input form with the default values for the plane projectile.
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Figure CS25.10 The input form with the default values for the cliff projectile.

Navigational Buttons

Summary

CS25.4

Projectile Scenario
user form
Input user form

The “Start” button on the welcome sheet; “Solve,” “Re-solve,”
and “End” buttons on the projectile sheet.
The user selects from three projectile scenarios.
The user specifies values for the initial height, initial velocity,
and initial angle.

Procedures
We will now outline the procedures for this application, beginning with the initial sub
procedures and the variable definitions. (See Figure CS25.11.) The “Main” procedure
initializes the variables and calls the “ClearPrevious procedure,” which clears the previous
data and initializes the variable values. The “Main” procedure then takes the user to the
projectile sheet and displays the projectile scenario and the input forms. At the end of the
“Main” procedure, the “InitializeData” procedure is called.
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Figure CS25.11 Variable declarations, the “Main” procedure, and the “ClearPrevious”
procedure.
The procedures for the “Projectile Scenario” form determine which scenario the user has
selected. (See Figure CS25.12.) The input form’s default values are then set depending
on this selection. The corresponding image for the scenario selected also appears next to
the chart on the projectile sheet.
The procedures for the input form record the values for the initial height, the initial velocity,
and the initial angle. (See Figure CS25.13.) The application also performs some error
checking.
The “InitializeData” procedure uses the values entered on the input form to compute the
total time of the projectile motion, a time increment for animation, the x- and y-positions,
and the x- and y-velocities. (See Figure CS25.14.) These calculations are performed with
the equations explained above in Section CS2.1.1. We set the initial x- and y- positions to
zero. Next, we display all the initial values in the table on the projectile sheet. The user
can now choose to press the “Solve,” “Re-solve,” or “End” button.
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Figure CS25.12 The procedures for the “Projectile Scenario” form.

Figure CS25.13 The procedures for the input form.
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Figure CS25.14 The “InitializeData” procedure.
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When the user presses the “Solve” button, the “Projectile” procedure begins. (See Figure
CS25.15.) This procedure performs the projectile motion animation by calculating the xand y-positions, the velocity, and the angle for each time increment. We use a “Do, Until”
loop to perform these calculations until the y-position value is zero or negative. We
assume that the projectile motion stops at the ground: at a y-position equal to zero.

Figure CS25.15 The “Projectile” procedure.
The navigational procedures for the “Re-solve” and “End” buttons appear in Figure
CS25.16.
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Figure CS25.16 The navigational procedures.
Main
ClearPrevious
Summary

Procedures for Projectile
Scenario Form
Procedures for Input Form
Initialize Data
Projectile
Navigational Procedures

CS25.5

Initializes the application and takes the user to the
input sheet.
Initializes the variables and clears the previous
values.
Update the chart image and the default values for the
input form depending on the user’s projectile
scenario.
Receive values for the initial height, the initial
velocity, and the initial angle.
Initializes values used in the projectile motion
calculations.
Performs projectile motion calculations and
animation.
Apply to the “Re-solve” and “End” buttons.

Re-solve Options
The user can re-solve this application with the projectile sheet’s “Re-solve” button, which
is assigned to the “Main” sub procedure. In other words, once this button is clicked, the
program restarts. All previous values are then cleared and the projectile scenario and
input forms are shown again to the user. This lets the user compare projectile scenarios or
one scenario’s projectile motions using various input values.

“Re-solve” Button

Calls the “Main” procedure to restart the application.

Summary

CS25.6

Summary


The projectile motion application allows the user to analyze three projectile
situations: when an object is shot from cannon; when one is dropped from a
plane; and when one is thrown from a cliff.



This application requires two Worksheets: the welcome sheet and the projectile
sheet.




This application uses buttons and two user forms as the user interface.
Several procedures for this application initialize and perform the projectile motion
calculations and animation.
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The user can re-solve the application by pressing the “Re-solve” button on the
projectile sheet.

Extensions


Calculate the total distance traveled by the projectile motion. Display the result to
the user with the total time and maximum y-position values at the end of the
animation.



Add “object weight” as an input value. How do the projectile motion calculations
change?



Add another projectile scenario. What modifications do you need to make to the
Worksheets, user interface, and procedures?



Enhance the re-solve options by allowing the user to perform a comparison
between all the scenarios using similar input values. In other words, if an object
of the same weight, velocity, and angle is dropped in each scenario, determine in
which scenario the object:







reaches the maximum height (assuming all initial heights are equal).
travels the farthest.
reaches the ground in the shortest amount of time.

What are some other re-solve options you could add to this application?

